Most intermediate-mass stars are in binary or higher order multiple systems. However, the distributions of orbital parameters for systems with mass-ratios (the ratio of the primary to secondary masses) q 0.2 are almost completely unknown due to the large flux ratio between the primary and secondary star. These extreme mass-ratio systems can provide information on the formation mechanism that the more "low hanging fruit" of equal mass binaries cannot. For instance, secondary stars formed as a result of gravitational instability in the disk of the young primary are expected to have q ∼ 0.1. We present here initial results on a survey searching for low-mass companions to nearby A and B stars. We use high signal-to-noise ratio and high resolution spectroscopy to search directly for M or K star spectra within the noise of the primary star. This method is sensitive to low-mass stars that are on too wide of orbits to detect with traditional radial velocity monitoring, but too close of orbits to detect with imaging techniques. We find several new candidate companions, which produces a roughly flat mass-ratio distribution.
How do intermediate-and high-mass binary systems form? The primary mechanism is thought to be core fragmentation, where a collapsing molecular core develops two or more Jeans-mass overdensities that begin collapsing on their own. Many simulations of this process produce a mass-ratio distribution that is either flat or shows a preference for equal mass binaries (e.g. Bate et al. 2012 ). However, observations seem to hint that there is a slight propensity for very unequal mass systems amongst A-and late B-stars (Kouwenhoven et al. 2005 ). These low mass-ratio systems may have formed by gravitational instability in the protostellar disk. Simulations of disk fragmentation as a whole tend to produce lower mass-ratios than those of core fragmentation, and so we expect that an excess of low mass-ratio companions may indicate the importance of disk fragmentation.
We present here some initial results of a spectroscopic search of about 150 main sequence A and B type stars. Rather than monitoring the radial velocity motion of the primary star, which has broad lines due to their large rotation speeds, we directly search the spectrum for the spectral lines of the secondary star. We have obtained high signal-to-noise and high-resolution echelle spectra of our sample stars using a variety of spectrographs, and have searched for companions by crosscorrelating the data against a grid of model spectra for GKM dwarf stars. This method is sensitive to lower-mass stellar companions than radial velocity monitoring can achieve at orbits a 10 AU, which is inwards of the typical separation of similar adaptive optics surveys (e. We have identified several new low-mass candidate companions in our survey. We show the mass-ratio distribution of our sample below, showing both our new companions and the previously known companions from the Ninth Catalog of Spectroscopic Binary Orbits (Pourbaix et al. 2004 ), the Washington Double Star Catalog (Mason et al 2013) , and those given in Eggleton et al. (2008) . This sample is about one half of our total sample, and so represents a work in progress. However, the current mass-ratio distribution appears quite flat, in agreement with the small separation mass-ratio distribution for field A-stars from De Rosa et al. (2013) .
